
In China, a Church-State Showdown of Biblical Proportions 
Christianity is booming in China, propelling it toward becoming the world's largest 

Christian nation. But as religion grows, it spurs a government crackdown. 
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HANGZHOU, CHINA — There’s nothing secret about Chongyi Church, one of 

the largest in China. Its lighted steeple and giant cross penetrate the night sky of 

Hangzhou, the capital of coastal Zhejiang Province. Nearly everything at the church 

is conspicuously open: the front gate, the front door, the sanctuary, the people, the 

clergy. Chinese or not, you are welcome seven days a week. No layers of security 

guards or police exist. Walk right in. Join up. People are nice; they give you water, 

chat. Do you have spiritual needs? Visit their offices, 9 to 5. 

For China, it is a stunning feeling. Most of the society exists behind closed doors and is tough, driven, material, 

hierarchical. The country values wealth, power, and secrecy – not to mention that both government and schools 

officially, at least, promote atheism. 

Yet Chongyi looks and feels like any evangelical megachurch in Seattle or San Jose. There are big screens, 

speakers blaring upbeat music, coffee bars. The choir is a huge swaying wash of white and red robes. Chongyi 

seats 5,000 people and holds multiple services on Sunday.  “Some Sundays we are full,” says Zhou Lianmei, the 

pastor’s wife. “We also have 1,600 volunteers.”  

While Christianity is waning in many parts of the world, in China it is growing rapidly – despite state strictures. 

The rise in evangelical Protestantism in particular, driven both by people’s spiritual yearnings and individual 

human needs in a collective society, is taking place in nearly every part of the nation. 

Western visitors used to seeing empty sanctuaries in the United States or Europe can be dumbfounded by the 

Sunday gatherings held in convention center-size buildings where people line up for blocks to get in – one 

service after another. In Wenzhou, not far from Hangzhou, an estimated 1.2 million Protestants now exist in a 

city of 9 million people alone. (It is called “China’s Jerusalem.”) By one estimate, China will become the 

world’s largest Christian nation, at its current rate of growth, by 2030. 

Indeed, an acute problem facing urban churches in China is a lack of space. Chongyi Church is building a 

million-dollar underground parking lot to replace one that worshipers under age 30 have taken over as a meeting 

place. “I come because I found a love here that isn’t dependent on a person,” says Du Wang, a young 

businesswoman in Hangzhou. “It is like a river that doesn’t go away.” 

Yet there is also trouble brewing for China’s faithful. As evangelical Christianity grows sharply, officials fear it 

could undermine their authority. Already, Christians may outnumber members of the Communist Party. That 

has far-reaching implications both for Chinese society and for a party that frowns on unofficial gatherings and 

other viewpoints. In China, party members cannot be Christian. 

More than half of China’s Protestants attend illegal “house churches” that meet privately. The rest go to one of 

China’s official, registered Protestant churches, such as Chongyi. The official or legal churches, known since 

1949 as the “Three-Self Patriotic Church,” operate under an arrangement that says in effect: We are patriotic, 

good citizens. We love China. We aren’t dissidents. We go to official theology schools. So the party will let us 

worship freely.  

And – until recently – it has. Yet in the past year authorities have attacked and even … 

To read this article in its entirety, go to: 

http://www.csmonitor.com/World/Asia-Pacific/2015/0111/In-China-a-church-state-showdown-of-

biblical-proportions 
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